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Subversive Narratives - Exposing the Raw Side ist eine Ausstellung junger
britischer und amerikanischer Künstler, die die Kraft der Fotografie in seiner Direkt-
und Unverfrorenheit ausnutzen. Für den Betrachter ist es unumgänglich,
gemeinsame, oft auch hässliche und surreale Erfahrungen wieder zu erkennen und
zu verarbeiten. Die Arbeiten von Jeremy Chandler, Becky Flanders, GAS, Scott
Sothern and Muir Vidler fordern dazu heraus, sexuelle Tabus, „Gender
Empowerment“, kulturelle Stereotypen, männliche Identität und die künstlerische
Kanonisierung zu hinterfragen.  Teilweise humorvoll, provozieren die Arbeiten jedoch
auch differenzierte Unbehaglichkeiten beim Betrachter.
 
 
Curatorial Statement
 
“I really believe there are things nobody would see if I didn’t photograph them”
Diane Arbus
 
In their approach to the photographic narrative, the artists featured in this exhibition
display an unusual and often times startling and disturbing honesty and candor.
Frequently overlooked and ignored but always with a touch of humor, a nod to art
history, and a global perspective, their subjects illuminate and inspire a deeper
examination into the way we live and interact.  The exhibition features works by
Jeremy Chandler, Becky Flanders, Generic Art Solutions (GAS), Scot Sothern, and
Muir Vidler.
 
Jeremy Chandler states: “I view the landscape as a palimpsest, which shapes
individual notions of self as well as social dynamics between people. I am also
interested in the psychological effects of seclusion; specifically, how human beings
react whenever they are not being observed and how social norms can break down
or perpetuate secluded spaces. Moreover, my work questions traditional notions of
masculinity, which are also often expressed through men’s relationships with the
forest and one another within this context”.  Chandler’s work showcases the North
Florida landscape as well as the unique and quirky characters he encounters on his
photographic journey. Another artist that travels extensively and shines his lens on
the eccentricities of the indigenous people he encounters is artist Muir VIdler.
 
Muir Vidler, a photojournalist by profession, enjoys exploring the local venues that
he travels to on assignment, often keeping company with his celebrity subjects.
Here is an excerpt from a recent blog:
I think I’ve mentioned here before that I’m part of the New World Order…
The other night I had a quick drink with two of my dear friends and NWO colleagues
Richard Branson and David Milliband. It was OK, although we mostly talked about
the economy and didn’t have time to discuss my campaign against people on public
transport talking too loudly on their phones. I’ll make sure that we deal with those
braying imbeciles next time though…
Branson had just flown in from France where he’d been kite-surfing to go straight
into a dinner with The Elders: Desmond Tutu, Kofi Annan, Jimmy Carter etc… He left
that to come to our NWO drinks thing and then went back to his plane to fly to
Cancun to go swimming with whale sharks. I went home to watch Alice Cooper
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With this humorous antidote, Vidler highlights his iconic approach to life and human
beings.
 
Generic Art Solutions is an artist collaborative comprised of Tony Campbell and
Matt Vis,that utilizes humor as a way to introduce a broader public to the
significance of art and art history. This New Orleans-based art duo utilizes nearly
every art medium as they examine the recurring themes of human drama and in
contemporary society. Rooted in the performative, they play every character in their
work. In their more distilled “duets” we see something of a yin and yang (a balance
between individuals that aren’t quite interchangeable), but in their more elaborate
stagings the resultant effect is as epic as the subject matter itself. By combining
Classical, Romantic, and Baroque compositional elements with contemporary
pictorial techniques, they manage to illuminate the common thread that connects
past histories with current events. This strategy creates something of a “Déjà Vu
effect” that is driven by drama and surreality with traces of levity. In this dialogue
between the past and present the viewer realizes several things: 1) that the history
of art is inextricably political, 2) that human behavior repeats itself no matter how
tragic or brutal, and 3) that this cycle of repetition must be broken so personal and
societal progress can be made. Despite all this, their work contains a glimmer of
hope--a hope that through thoughtful examination (and armed with a commitment to
change) we can indeed forge a better future.
 
Scot Sothern explores the weaknesses and vulnerability of the seedy underbelly of
society through the medium of black and white photography. His stark images of
prostitutes and drug addicts shine a light on the challenges people face in a
destitute environment. Sothern writes in his soon to be published memoirs:
These images shot mostly in Southern California between 1986 and 1990, record
the existence of the many disenfranchised Americans, hawking body and soul for
the price of a Big Mac and a fix. With these portraits, paragraphs, and full
disclosure, I hope to show the struggle and never changing plight of the street
prostitutes, victims of a culture that deems them criminal and expendable”.
 
Becky Flanders creates images that define female empowerment and impressions
of femininity through graphic color photography, using herself as the primary subject
in most of the work. Flanders writes: “Camille Paglia’s references to women’s
capacity to direct a stream of urine while standing, in much the same manner as a
man, can be found as far back as the histories of Herodotus. It is thought to be
something that any woman can do, without prosthesis, and with little training. And
yet this image of woman “project[ing] beyond the boundaries of self” in this way
remains absent from collective consciousness. It seems that the concept of
femininity dictates the possibility of female bodies, rather than the other way around.
The subject of this body of work is the cultural feminine, riddled as it is with well-
guarded contradictions and willful or feigned ignorance masquerading as
innocence. The work is an attempt to understand female archetypes and femininity
itself, in part though mockery, in part as a genuine effort to imitate, to pass if you
will, as feminine, despite the biological femaleness that I possess”.
 
Each of the artists featured in this exhibition display a fearlessness and candor
in their work that is wholly authentic and without apology. The images will
inspire, repel and affect each of their viewers in a lasting way. (© Mindy
Solomon)
 
 


